
World-class product protection
EVOLVE G10/G20

Checkpoint’s EVOLVE G-Series 
antennas are sleek, Plexiglas™ 
pedestals with integrated LEDs. 
This range was designed with 
high-end, modern retailers in mind 
such as apparel, perfumery and 
drug stores.

  Plexiglas with integrated LEDs 
for a discreet and attractive 
appearance

  Smart Alarm Management (in-
bound tag alert only) and Visitor 
Counting available as modular 
upgrades using a stand-alone 
EVOLVE VisiPlus™ unit

  Choice of red, blue or green 
LEDs 

  Compatible with all Check-
point EAS solutions and RF 
labels and accessories



www.CheckpointSystems.com

EVOLVE G10/G20

EVOLVE G10 

The EVOLVE G10’s Plexiglas design 
and integrated LEDs provides high-
end stores with the discreet protection 
they demand, without compromising 
performance. EVOLVE antennas use 
the very latest software, enabling up-
grades when new technology be-
comes available.

  Connects seamlessly with other 
components of the EVOLVE net-
work

  Benefits from remote maintenance 
and software upgrades through 
high-speed data connectivity

  360 RF technology increases 
aisle widths and improves de-
tection by up to 25 percent*

  Upgraded electronics lower 
cost of ownership and reduce 
carbon footprint

  Open architecture enables re-
tailers to adopt new technolo-
gies, such as RFID, when they 
are ready

  Remote preventative maintenance 
can be carried out regularly to 
ensure optimum performance

EVOLVE G20

The EVOLVE G20 is a slimmer alter-
native to the G10 antenna, designed 
to provide protection in environments 
where space is at a premium.

Width: 19.68 in. (500 mm)
Depth: 4.7 in. (119.5 mm)
Height: 65 in. (1651 mm)
Weight: 62 lbs. (28 kg)
Material: Clear Plexiglas
Color: RAL 7030 / RAL 9002 
Max. voltage: 24 Volts

Width: 11.81 in. (300 mm)
Depth: 4.65 in. (118 mm)
Height: 65 in. (1651 mm)
Weight: 44 lbs. (20 kg)
Material: Clear Plexiglas
Color: RAL 7030 / RAL 9002

Product Specifications  
EVOLVE G10

Product Specifications  
EVOLVE G20

SOftwarE and  

accESSOriES

A range of complementary software 
and accessories are available to 
work in concert with these antennas. 
These include Smart Alarm Manage-
ment (in-bound tag alert only), Visitor 
Counting and CheckPro Compliance 
Manager, as well as accessories 
such as various base cover designs 
and bumper posts.

* When compared with Checkpoint Liberty/3G 
antennas and used with Checkpoint EP labels

Choice of red, green or blue LEDs

25%

Cert no. SGS-COC-003186
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